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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Charles Aulgur
To: GMCnet
Subject: [GMCnet] AUBURN RALLY ATTENDIES
Date: Tuesday, June 01, 2010 12:42:25 PM


Any discussion about the rear brake torque reaction system presented 
at the Auburn GMCWS rally and actually driving Rick's Flanagan's 
coach lasted about two day on the net and people were back posting 
about more interesting items.  Are there any folks on the net that 
drove Rick's coach,or is there anyone that know someone that drove 
Rick's coach other then Steve F.?  Everyone knows that Steve is a 
very savvy GMC technical person and is not afraid to speak his mind.  
For him to say that Rick's coach stopped better then his 2010 pickup 
was about as good of an endorsement as anyone could make.  We need 
some of the other drivers of Rick's coach to come on the net and 
state there thoughts, good or bad. I have been presenting this 
modification at various GMC rallies for almost 4 years with very 
little interest shown and there are only 4 GMCs in the USA that have 
installed this modification. At the Auburn rally, I had numerous GMC 
openers stop by and tell me what all they had done to get "great" 
brakes on there coaches and how happy they were with there brakes.  I 
asked everyone one of them to go drive Rick's  GMC and come back and 
tell me if they were still happy with their brakes,  Most of them did 
drive or ride in Rick's coach but there was not one person that came 
back and told me they were still happy with their current brakes.


The OEM drum brakes on a GMC have excellent braking capability but 
there is nothing that anyone can do that I know of that will   
eliminate the 50% brake loss caused by the GMC swing arm suspension.  
There are ways one can eliminate the lifting of the rear of the coach 
during braking but that only reduces shifting weight to the front 
brakes.  With the OEM GMC brakes, you cannot prevent overloading the 
mid axle and front wheel tires even during moderate braking braking.


We need to get some of you engineers and highly tech savvy folks to 
express some of your thoughts/concerns.  Until we get some of you 
folks east of the Rockies to install the system on your coaches and 
let people drive them at rallies will we ever get thing moving and 
possibly save some GMCs and/passengers.


Chuck Aulgur
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Charles Aulgur
To: GMCnet
Subject: [GMCnet] Fwd: GMC REAR BRAKE TORQUE REACTION SYSTEM
Date: Monday, June 07, 2010 6:46:29 PM


After the talk about my brake mod died down following the Auburn 
rally, I tried to get it going again and there has been a lot of 
commentary posted on the net in the last week or so and most of it 
was positive.  I would like to thank all you folks that made all of 
those nice comments about Rick and I and our proposed modification to 
the GMC rear brakes.  Sometimes my wife has to slap me on my head to 
let out some of the hot air so I can get through the doors in our house.


If you didn't see Billy"s post about the additional Rick Flanagan CAD 
drawings he put on my GMC photo site, I recommend you take a look at 
them.  They show drawings of all the separate parts of our proposed 
modification and how they all fit together.  They should made it much 
easier for some to understand how the system works.  They are in 
beautiful colors and are very impressive.  I have not had time to add 
any comments to the photos and I will be in Homer Alaska for about a 
week trying to catch some Halibut fish from a charter boat. So if you 
you have any questions while I am gone, I'm sure Rick or Jim can 
answer them. We need you experts to keep looking at our system and be 
sure to let us know if you have any suggested changes.


If Jim would paint all the production pieces like Rick shows them ,he 
would have you folks fighting to get on the waiting list.


The URL for the "Chuckieboy" photo site is: http://
www.gmcmhphotos.com/photos/showphoto.php?photo=34236


Chuckieboy
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Jim Kanomata
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] AUBURN RALLY ATTENDIES
Date: Tuesday, June 01, 2010 11:31:16 PM


We have been figuring out  ways to reduce cost on both the Disc brake
and the Reaction Arm system.
I have even considered selling them at a loss on 4 units to people
across the country that can give us a fair evaluation.
Even then, the cost cannot get much below $4000.
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Jack Kincaid 76 Royal RB
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] AUBURN RALLY ATTENDIES
Date: Wednesday, June 02, 2010 12:38:33 AM


Hi All:


Thank you Chuck and Jim and Rick for persisting with the development of the
reaction braking system.


I did not need to drive Ricks coach because it made so much sense that we
are saving up for this system for our coach. While folllowing me and
witnessing a panic stop Mary's description was exactly what was talked
about. Since the first days of purchasing our GMC our constant concerns have
been braking and steering. Neither issue is what we would like as yet but it
is driveable and we are working to improve both to where we are comfortable.


We are retirees and have to manage our money but we believe that owning a
GMC is a hobby and a way of life not a way to go camping on the cheap. If
needed improvements become available we will add them. Thank you vendors for
making our fun possible!
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Vince Kirkhuff
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] AUBURN RALLY ATTENDIES
Date: Wednesday, June 02, 2010 5:52:15 PM


I drove Rick's coach in Auburn and I will say it is truly amazing.  It stops exactly like my wife's mini-
van.  Stops straight, true, easy and fast.  Like I told Rick, next spare $5000 I have, I'm gonna buy it.
-- Vince
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Jim Kanomata
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] REAR BRAKE TORQUE REACTION SYSTEM
Date: Saturday, June 05, 2010 11:46:42 AM


Steve,
We have over 5 -7 people working on the various parking brake systems
for us currently.
To keep costs down and come up with a reliable system that we can
supply for many years is a problem.
I know there are over 50 people using the hydraulic system with great results.
We all have Park on the transmission as the back up which majority of
our stock system needs to rely on as the original parking brake is
more of a passifier than the real thing.
Were open to have any one that can come up with a good parking brake
system that is inexpensive.
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Bob de Kruyff
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] REAR BRAKE TORQUE REACTION SYSTEM
Date: Friday, June 11, 2010 2:31:48 PM


"" If the brakes are powerful enough to lock the wheels they are doing as much as can be expected. ""


Gary, I agree with everything you said and want to elaborate  on the above particular statement.


I can lock all 6 and they tend to lock around the same time so I've never had an issue with the trailing
bogie locking prematurely. On the otherhand, many folks here can't get the fronts to lock and also have
an issue with the trailing bogie locking prematurely. I not sure any of us understand why. Out of
desperation, many modifications get made to fix the issues--and I'm not saying that negatively. I would
have done the same as well. In my case i think I'm lucky in that my coach came to me totally stock and
was always maintained in stock condition by Clarence Buskirk and then Cinnabar before I got it. It was
restored by GM and everything is bone stock, so I can only surmise that it represents how these
coaches performed as designed. I too have always felt that if they can lock (and hopefully in a
synchronized manner) that you can't ask for much more.
--
Bob de Kruyff
78 Eleganza
Chandler, AZ
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Gary Worobec
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] AUBURN RALLY ATTENDIES
Date: Tuesday, June 01, 2010 1:48:46 PM


Chuck, you have really not mentioned the real issue in this post I think. As
I understand it you have to have rear disc brakes which are about a $1600.00
upgrade for parts alone. Add that to the $2400.00 cost of your system and
you are at a tidy $4000.00. No doubt the system makes lots of sense and adds
an element of safety. I guess the real question here is. Does the extra
$4000.00 over ride a properly adjusted OEM system? If there was a system
that used the OEM drums I think you would have a lot more customers
considering installation. I'm thinking most folks would opt for a Q-bag
system before the rear disc brake system.


Your engineering on these things is awesome but I'm thinking the $4000.00 is
a bit of a price barrier here.


Keep up the good work.


Thanks


Gary and Joanne Worobec
1973 GMC Glacier
Anza, CA
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of James Hupy
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] REAR BRAKE TORQUE REACTION SYSTEM
Date: Sunday, June 06, 2010 6:50:39 PM


Yes, I think both Steve F. and I were curious enough about the heating to
touch the wheels, although I touched the front ones after Steve tested the
brakes. Those were not fingerprints, there was some skin there too. Just
kidding, you could easily tell the difference. Just my non scientific crude
measuring system. We have a different engineering school up here in the
Northwest. It is called the school of practical application and hard knocks.
Although those rocket scientists have their learning experiences too if
anyone remembers the Challenger Space Shuttle and Apollo Space Program. I
lost some of my real AMERICAN HEROS in those deals. All BS aside, this
reaction arm is a major improvement in keeping as many tires in intimate
contact with the road during severe braking as possible. We need to keep
ourselves safe out there among 'em, and greatly reduced stopping distance
during panic braking is a good way to do it. Just another thought; perhaps
we should keep a few unmodified coaches on the road just to catch a few of
these lawyers jaywalking from the courthouse to the watering holes across
the street. I can't be serious fo
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Charles Aulgur
To: GMCnet
Subject: [GMCnet] REAR BRAKE TORQUE REACTION SYSTEM
Date: Saturday, June 05, 2010 7:56:35 PM


George,
The production Cad drawings that Rick Flanagan developed or this 
modification was stress analyzed by a very sophisticated computer 
model and every piece was designed to have a large margin of safety,  
Maybe Rick can send you a copy of the analysis and you can explain it 
to the rest of us as I sure wouldn't know how to interrelate the 
results.  If any fault can be found in his design it would that it is 
made a lot stronger then it should be.  Go on Google and search for 
"Less Bang For Your Buck" and you will fine the article I wrote for a 
handout at the Auburn Rally.  In there you will see a vector diagram 
showing how you can calculate what percent of your braking energy 
goes into slowing your GMC and what percent is totally wasted by the 
swing arm suspension pushing vertically up and down on the bogie frame.


As Steve F. said "the proof of the pudding is where the rubber hits 
the road".  You won't believe anything people say about this mod 
until you drive a GMC with the mod on it.  I developed this 
modification for myself and I enjoy sharing my improvements with 
fellow GMCers and I don't give a "rates ass" if you don't want to 
plunk you money down for this 'pig in a poke" or not.


Chuck Aulgur
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of rallymaster@juno.com
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] REAR BRAKE TORQUE REACTION SYSTEM
Date: Saturday, June 05, 2010 10:22:17 PM


Try this for an explanation, George, when the coach was new, it used
asbestos brake shoes and pads, which delivered adeequate braking.
The government has banned asbestos brakes, and the replacements are not
as effective.
Therefore, we are trying to find a solution to our new government
mandated braking problems.


ronC
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Charles Aulgur
To: GMCnet
Subject: [GMCnet] REAR BRAKE TORQUE REACTION SYSTEM
Date: Friday, June 04, 2010 6:02:48 PM


Fellow GNC Netters,


Rick Flanagan and I have spent thousands of hours designing and 
testing the subject brake modification, hopefully to not only benefit 
ourselves and our love-ones, but to help extend the lives of our 
wonderful GMCs and and maybe save some lives or serious injuries 
along the way. It has been very frustrating for me as I have been 
trying for over four years to get people interested in the 
modification. I have given three seminars with various different aids 
trying to explain the benefits of this modification but have not 
stirred up much interest, even from very close friends in the three 
GMC clubs that I am a member. I keep asking people what I am doing 
wrong and every one of them said "people don't understand what you 
are talking about".  We finally got some people interested at the 
Auburn rally after they drove Rick's coach but any interest on the 
GMC net lasted about two days.


We know that there are many technical savvy people on the GMC net 
that know a lot more about the GMCs and all things mechanical  then 
we do and we would like you folks to evaluate the pros and cons of 
this modification and let us know if there are things that need to be 
modified or improved before we get many more of these modifications 
on the road.  There has not been anything ever made by man that can't 
be improved.  There are lots of photos, CAD drawings and descriptions 
one the GMCWS web site, the GMC photo site, on Gene's web site and on 
Billy's web site for you to review. I received an e-mail today that 
said a lot of videos from the braking test performed on Rick's coach 
are now on Applied GMC 's web site.  Also, I'm sure Rick will send a 
Cad e-mail copy of any drawing(s) you want to see so get those brains 
working.


Chuck Aulgur
La Mesa CA
76 GMC with six wheel braking
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Steven Ferguson
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] AUBURN RALLY ATTENDIES
Date: Tuesday, June 01, 2010 8:45:07 PM


Chuck,
 The only reason I drove Rick's GMC is because two of the folks, and
two of the passengers were raving about it.  I had to see for myself.
A lot of guys drove that coach but I'm not sure how many are on this
net.
 "Drivin it is 'believin it!
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of george
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] REAR BRAKE TORQUE REACTION SYSTEM
Date: Saturday, June 05, 2010 3:58:57 PM


Howard
You misunderstand the comment.
As a prospective customer for a mod [or two], and a professional engineer, I
want to understand what exactly I am trading good GMC units for in exchange
for a new item.


I would invoke my analytical analysis on this as I would on any significant
mod to my GMCs .
And am especially wary of a mod which affects a sensitive subsystem on
machines that are 30+years old.


Then there is the question: how did GM get away with inadequate brakes with
an implicit  design defect for so long and avoid the Ralph Nader's of the
world? And in our litigious society.


I am curious and want to see established engineering  backup data to the
astounding claims made which up til now have been  undocumented,  lacking
published technical analysis. Where are actual force diagrams, stress
analysis, vector diagrams , etc.? 
I wonder where are the supporting docs behind a significant modification
which redefines the very core design of the GM created by a generous number
of automotive  engineers in the space age of achievement.


Recent anecdotal reports, albeit from 'experts', is on its face, not very
persuasive and gives short shrift to the design merits..


My comments have nothing to do with anyone's personal attributes, motives or
sincerity.


Was it Sgt Friday who said "Just the facts, 'Maam'. "


George DV
Beautiful upstate NY


79 El2 HEI 403
And
76 Glenbrook 455 HEI
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Steve Southworth
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] REAR BRAKE TORQUE REACTION SYSTEM
Date: Saturday, June 05, 2010 7:20:23 AM
 


Chuck - please don't be discouraged.  Unless someone has had engineering courses in statics and
dynamics the concept can be hard to grasp.  If someone has had the courses the advantages of a
parallel link system are apparent.  The dynamics of the GMC rear suspension, especially in panic braking
are not intrinsically obvious.  How those dynamics are modified by your system is less obvious.  Please
hang in there.  As more postings such as SteveF's get the word out things will change.  I have looked at
all the pictures and drawings, printed them out and are giving them some thought.  I'm not sure I'm
smart enough mechanically to come up with any comments (I'm an electric guy) but if I have any I'll
get them posted for comments.  One thing that is still a hangup for me is lack of a parking brake but
JimK says that is being worked on and I have my own ideas on that.  Your electric Pbrake is interesting
but I have not seen enough info on it other than the two pictures you have on t
 he photo site and the comments about it you have made here in the last few weeks.


 As for me I gotta get ours off the jackstands first.


--
Steve Southworth
1974 Glacier TZE064V100150
Palmyra WI
__________________
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Peter Bailey
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] REAR BRAKE TORQUE REACTION SYSTEM
Date: Saturday, June 05, 2010 11:26:15 PM


Hi Chuck,
Glad you came back to the net make sure you keep it together and take no
notice of negativity
I wan't all the upgrades and will eventually get there but have to get past
the Government beaucracy first like currently having to pay $2800 a year for
permission to put our coach on the road (state registration for the GMC)
among other rules which are costly just to get to the edge of the road.
You guys in USA are really lucky to have access to all these improvements at
a reasonable $. We will have to take the Chinese leed and copy your designs,
better still send the drawings and we will make them and pay a royalty for
that privalege, it would end up cheaper as we would not have the dollar
difference plus the bank fee for transaction,the customs $ slug, the GST,the
shipping fees and landing charges.
What is a 'rates ass' we refer to that same description as a 'rats ass' have
we got one of your slangs wrong?
Peter Bailey
from Ozy (Aussie)
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of James Hupy
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] REAR BRAKE TORQUE REACTION SYSTEM
Date: Saturday, June 05, 2010 10:45:31 PM


I was at auburn when the coach brakes with Chucks reaction arm was being
driven by numerous guys and maybe it can be explained with heat transfer.
When you panic stop a drum brake coach, the front rotors and hubs and alloy
wheels will get too hot to touch, the rear/rear drums and alloy wheel will
be barely warm, and the rear/intermediate drum and wheel will be somewhere
between the two. On the reaction arm vehicle, the front assemblies are not
as hot as the drum brake coach, but both rear and intermediate assemblies
are much warmer. This tells me that the braking load is more even throughout
the system. I don't need strain gages or microphotographs to tell me what is
transmitted through my finger tips when I put my hands on those alloy
wheels. Brakes after all is said and done merely convert mechanical energy
into heat energy. Maybe we should analyze this in order to better understand
how Chucks system works. CAD drawings are neat, but don't forget seat of the
pants testing. No one is wrong here, we just have five blind guys looking at
an elephant. Jim Hupy
 GM get away with inade
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Matt Colie
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] REAR BRAKE TORQUE REACTION SYSTEM
Date: Saturday, June 05, 2010 5:37:53 PM


I was There. . . .


Nearly Forty years ago the brakes of new GMC motorhome were heralded as a tremendous
improvement over most all others.   Most vehicles heavier than a heavy passcar or pickup truck were
still all drum brake.  Many new vehicles were still all drum.  There were several coaches sold that "tag
axels" that had no brakes on them at all.  (Needless to say, those did not skid at heavy brake loads.) 


The 747 had been in service for 3 years.  
There is a light bulb that is common to all 747 and almost no other parts are. 


If the GMC motorhome were still in production, I do believe that the engineers would have made this
modification or something similar long before this.  They have done some neat stuff along the way. 


When I hit the lottery, I will have this upgrade.  This is not a comment on the cost, it is a problem with
all my retirement funding being pulled out from under me.


Matt  


--
Matt & Mary Colie
'73 Glacier 23 Chaumiere (say show-me-air)
SE Michigan - DTW 3.2/4R
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Fin Beven
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] AUBURN RALLY ATTENDIES
Date: Wednesday, June 02, 2010 7:48:09 AM


Like Jack Kincade, I'm starting to "save up" for the rear brake system.


Fin Beven
1976 ex-Edgemont
Pasadena, CA
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Larry
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] REAR BRAKE TORQUE REACTION SYSTEM
Date: Saturday, June 05, 2010 11:13:51 AM
_______________________________________________________


Your fix sounds good and is very good when tested but I think it has several things going against it.


Folks are funneling their money to upgrade the current GMC they own.  It has working brakes from
GMC engineers.  It is hard to  think that the OEM brakes are not good enough.


Many of the comments are, I would like to get your brakes but I have to save up some money - or - I
am working on the coach first.  There is nothing wrong with your brake system or your sell speech,
things are a bit tight for a lot of us.


I would wonder if there is concern about LONG TERM SERVICE.  These days we have seen many
"Permanent" structures come tumbling down.


Other than COST, it just may be fear of changing the system out.  For some this is a big change to the
brake system. 


For Others, they may have already updated their coach and it is just " GOOD ENOUGH ".


I understand your frustration and will be watching your product.
Perhaps over time it may become more popular, like the quadra bag suspension upgrade.


Are there any pics of this change-over process on a site somewhere??  I would like a better
understanding of what you found to be a problem and what the fix was.


I might suggest you put your seminar on DVD and sell it for cost of the DVD to GMCers.  Perhaps you
can make a two part story.  the first would be the easy explanation, like a commercial of the brake
system with examples.  The SECOND would be the engineering side of it.  One for the average RV
owner, the other for the more mechanical engineer types.  Might help your cause..


LarC ( Thinking UpGrade products will always have a cost barrier in a tight market )


--
Gatsbys' CRUISER :d
74 GLACIER X, 260
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